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Today, I want to talk about a technology that I think can impact your industry. I will give you some background on this technology, which was developed here in Lexington. 
I take many opportunities to tell people I'm from Earlington, Ken-
tucky, in Hopkins County. I'm a UK graduate and I went to MIT in the 
'70s to get my masters degree and doctorate. While there, I did research 
on large-screen projection displays and worked on the early projection TV 
that was developed by EDNET. 
When I came back to UK in 1974, I had six patents in my pocket, but 
I needed to prove that I could make something of that, so I developed a 
teleconferencing prototype for the U.S. Army. They needed to be able to 
look at and read in detail budgetary sheets on large-screen displays. After 
proving that it could be done and that the prototype could be made, I 
began raising money and, in 1983, raised enough money to start Data-
Beam. The initial intent of DataBeam was to develop projection technol-
ogy, and we did that for a while. We have now gotten away from that, and 
concentrate primarily on software. 
Our first customer at DataBeam was the Star Wars program. We 
were selected by AT&T for the SDIO Network, and we now have about 30 
or 40 of our systems in Air Force conference rooms around the country. 
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The second contract was from NASA; they use our electronic meeting tech-
nique for all of the space shuttle launches and for the scheduling for the 
shuttle's performance checks between launches. 
We became affiliated with DOT through Intergraph Corporation. One 
day there was a NASA project engineer at the Cape who was taking those 
big drawings made with Intergraph plotters over to the DataBeam scan-
ners and scanning in sections. He thought there ought to be a way for the 
Intergraph machine to be able to electronically dump its images into the 
DataBeam system. He called Jim Metlock, who is the founder of Inter-
graph, and told him about our small company in Kentucky and suggested 
they talk with us. It turns out that Mr. Metlock's chief assistant was Dr. 
Frank Hay from Pikeville. Dr. Hay thought this was a great opportunity 
to come back to Kentucky and see what was going on in his home state. 
So, within a couple of months we had a contract with Intergraph to port 
our software (which runs on an AT) over to the Intergraph workstation. 
Now that they have our products, they hold many electronic meetings. 
Once we were connected with Intergraph, we discovered a lot of the 
Department of Transportation locations use Intergraph equipment. I 
went to AASHTO last year at the urging of Calvin Grayson, and am now 
getting more involved in DOT. Today I'd like to talk about the potential 
impact of electronic meetings on your transportation industry. 
There are three types of electronic meetings. The first is audio-
conferencing. Many of you are familiar with this type of conferencing in 
which you use a handset to talk with several people at the same time. 
There also is a higher quality set that can be placed on a table to provide 
a hands-free operation for meetings. 
The second type is video conferencing, which has caught on for two 
reasons: one is that the price is being lowered dramatically and the 
volume has gone up steadily in the last three years. Also, the Gulf War 
gave video conferencing a lot of visibility because people could quit travel-
ing and start using video conferencing to communicate. 
The third type is graphics conferencing, in which the people don't see 
each other, but instead, see the data such as spreadsheets or drawings. 
Graphics conferencing is a lot cheaper to run than video conferencing 
since you use it over telephone lines rather than high-speed links. 
Video conferencing uses a low-resolution display for viewing. The 
meeting participants can see each other and talk in real time. There are 
modular units which can be rolled into a room, so a studio is not needed. 
In the very early days of video conferencing, it would cost half a million 
dollars to have a room appropriately padded for sound and to acquire all 
those cameras and equipment. Now the cameras are built into the unit 
and a voice activates the camera so it automatically comes on and points 
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to whoever is talking. Video-Telecom, Picturetel, and CLI are the three 
primary producers of the video conferencing equipment. 
Let me talk for a moment about the benefits of communicating 
electronically and I want to do this by quoting people who have been 
using DataBeam conferencing for some time. Molex Corporation, which 
designs connectors, said it took about six to nine months to design a con-
nector for a PC, and PC manufacturers were changing their design every 
three months. They realized they would soon be out of business so they in-
stalled systems to shorten their cycle time. Now, the engineering change 
orders and design approvals, which usually took days, just take minutes. 
They can actually connect to different sites (i.e., the manufacturing site, 
which is doing the tooling, and the design site) so they can electronically 
look at the drawings and make decisions immediately rather than have to 
ship drawings around the country and make decisions the next day. This 
keeps the production line rolling. 
One engineering company (that doesn't want to be mentioned at this 
time until the project is completed) is building a power plant that has a 
$165,000-per-day penalty clause for every day that they are late. They 
have two systems in Korea and one in Orlando, Florida, where they are 
managing the project. Once the DataBeam systems were in place, the day-
to-day management was greatly streamlined, limiting costly delays in con-
struction. The delays caused by having to fly from Orlando to Korea just 
to make a decision took quite a bit of time. Now they are online and can 
operate on an hourly basis or minute-by-minute basis. 
Teleconferencing can reduce delays by allowing those people involved 
with making decisions to simultaneously view and discuss designs and 
ideas. Also, the services of engineers and other employees won't be lost 
for days at a time. This is a critical point because more people can be in-
volved in a meeting if they don't have to travel to get there. Four or five 
people can sit in on an electronic meeting in their home office and, once 
they finish that meeting, can go back to doing what they were doing. If 
those same people have to travel, they have quite a bit of non-productive 
time. 
Also, a company official generally takes only one or two people along, 
they can't take the entire group. How many times does the group leader 
travel while the people who know exactly what's going on with the project 
are back at home base, and he has to call them on the phone to get 
needed answers. 
BASF just published an article that said during three quarters of one 
year they saved $3 million after they installed 28 DataBeam systems to 
connect their fiber and carpet sites in Canada with those in the 
southeastern United States. They eliminated 25 travel trips per day so 
they just calculated the cost saving from that. 
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The graphics conferencing system consists of a high resolution 
monitor-high resolution of about a thousand-line image quality or 
greater. Televisions have a 525-line resolution. A person can scan in docu-
ments or images on a scanner or can load them from computers, because 
there is an AT computer sitting underneath the monitor. There can be up 
to eight people at different locations around the world looking at exactly 
the same image simultaneously. The image is placed on a pad and a per-
son can write on it, point to it, and can sign-off on it. When finished, a 
hard copy can be printed out on a laser printer as an original with all the 
signatures or any of the alterations that took place during that discus-
sion. Black and white documents can be scanned in but there also is a 
color option. Ricoh makes the color scanner for DataBeam . 
. There is a V-plus option so the operator can capture any image and 
transmit it over either the telephone lines (if you want to communicate 
that way) or over high-speed digital lines so that the image comes up on 
all screens. An operator can handwrite information and it can be viewed 
in real time. All eight sites can be writing simultaneously, with different 
colors chosen by each site so you know which location is writing. Pointers 
allow participants to interact in real time with that image while they are 
discussing it. Electronic drawings can be loaded in and operators can ac-
tually zoom in on details. An image can be frozen while everybody discus-
ses it to decide what changes need to be made. 
The operator can make the needed changes in their application 
software and a finalized document can be shown so everybody can sign off 
on it. That's the PC product that we call the CT conferencing line. We 
· ported this over for Intergraph and they refer to this as CAD conferenc-
ing. CAD conferencing runs on an Intergraph platform and when a per-
son wants tq communicate over the telephone line, they just put a card 
(which we designed and Intergraph manufactures) in the workstation to 
allow them to call people over their standard telephone lines. To com-
municate over LAN, there is a local area network version. 
It is fairly important to note that Intergraph workstations can talk to 
the PC. Proctor and Gamble is using this at their product packaging 
design sites. All their mold makers have PCs while their designers have 
workstations. Even though one is UNIX and one is DOS, and even though 
one can have a big screen the other can have a small screen, they can com-
municate, see the same images, and interact with those images. We 
developed the graphical user interface (GUI) for Intergraph. 
One of the nice things about audio-graphics (especially verses video 
conferencing) is that you can use the public-switch telephone networks, or 
if you have lens or high speed lines, you can go digital. It's a choice, 
whichever way you want to communicate, we're compatible with both. 
There doesn't have to be a room built for this equipment, it can sit on a 
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desktop, in a regular conference room, or off to the side. It's a real-time 
image exchange. 
We're often asked why people don't just use fax machines for this. 
Well, for one thing, we guarantee the quality-whatever is put in the 
machine comes out looking exactly the same way. Fax machines love to 
eat lines, spread lines apart, and do funny things. And, they are not real 
time and they're not in color. Also, you can't handwrite on them simul-
taneously. DataBeam's system allows for those things with real-time 
image exchange. Eight people can conference with a document and it goes 
out to all eight of them simultaneously. 
Also, a graphic system can be added to a video conferencing system. 
Recently, I was speaking with a firm in Boston that has just put in video 
conferencing and they are having difficulty reading the drawings. It is 
just like when the nightly news shows a letter, they always have to high-
light a paragraph and blow it up so you can read it because the TV set 
will not allow you to read documents very well. The advantages of adding 
graphics conferencing even if you have the video is the high resolution 
capability when working with detailed documents. 
GE has 30 DataBeam systems in their top secret network. I asked if 
they ever used the handwriting feature and I was told they use it every 
time they have a meeting. They said they have three branches that have 
to make the decision, so they would type the document, fax it to site num-
ber two who would sign it and fax it to site number three. By that time, 
the fax machine would have eaten enough ofit to destroy the quality or 
integrity so they would have to start again. They started using overnight 
express and one site would sign it at 10:00 that morning, the other group 
would get it and sign it at 10:00 the following morning. By the time group 
number three got it, often they would have changed their mind and would 
have to start the process all over again. With the DataBeam systems, 
they could throw a document on the screen, make changes, have every-
body electronically sign it, and each person would get a hard copy. 
Calvin has a CT system at the Transportation Center and there is one 
at DOT so they can communicate on all their research projects. If there 
was one at the Federal Highway Administration, they could have a net-
work. Design and maintenance of traffic plans could be set up or en-
hanced with input from outside contractors and consultants. The review 
process for proposals, project management, and updates can be done by 
linking into either a PC or a workstation at the contractor's site and hold 
conferences electronically. 
An example of this type of network, called the Defense Commercial 
Telecommunications Network, is actually taking place in Washington. All 
of the defense departments are on a common network and they can tie 
their vendors in for program reviews. Electronic meetings can provide 
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solutions by giving immediate design reviews and approvals, save time, 
and eliminate travel. When you eliminate travel, it's not just the travel 
dollars saved, it's the satisfaction of the employee. I worked for the 
Madisonville district office when I was going through college. I came in 
one day and our regional engineer told me I was being transferred to a 
bridge project in West Louisville. I thought he meant Louisville-I'd 
never heard of West Louisville before. Well, it's near Beaver Dam. I had 
to get up early every morning and drive to that job. 
When we talk about increasing the project team's productivity, it 
means that you can involve a lot more people. BASF did a study that 
found out that average meetings involved eight people, whereas when 
company representatives traveled, they were only flying one or two to a 
meeting site. So, you can get the team together, really solve the problem, 
and when the meeting is finished, go right back to work. 
One way to keep within a budget and keep on schedule is being able 
to make decisions as they arise and not have to wait until a regularly 
scheduled meeting, or until somebody can come to town, or until you can 
Fed-X a document to somebody and wait until they get it back. Federal 
Express has an advertisement that says "When you absolutely have to 
have it tomorrow" and ours is "When you absolutely have to have it right 
now." You can just come on-line and do that faster. • 
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